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plz tell me what the new romance is?. Fixes one of the biggest problems this game had since the release imho, which was that all
of the side characters never interacted with one another. Made it feel rather awkawrd where the only interactions could happen
through our main family.. Some cool new banter. Some romance options. Whats not to love? 5 bucks, would have have given
this for free to support. Also we got a free 1.4 patch with even more content than this dlc gives.. Fixes one of the biggest
problems this game had since the release imho, which was that all of the side characters never interacted with one another.
Made it feel rather awkawrd where the only interactions could happen through our main family.. plz tell me what the new
romance is?. Fixes one of the biggest problems this game had since the release imho, which was that all of the side characters
never interacted with one another. Made it feel rather awkawrd where the only interactions could happen through our main
family.. Some cool new banter. Some romance options. Whats not to love? 5 bucks, would have have given this for free to
support. Also we got a free 1.4 patch with even more content than this dlc gives.. Some cool new banter. Some romance options.
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Whats not to love? 5 bucks, would have have given this for free to support. Also we got a free 1.4 patch with even more content
than this dlc gives.
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